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Ernst van Alphen

A Monument for Future Memory: The Ringelblum Archive as

a Classical Archive

“During this war every Jew is a separate, individual world.”

Emanuel Ringelblum

The story about the underground archive of the Warsaw ghetto is, strangely

enough, not very well known to a wider audience. Whereas people all over the

world know about the diaries of Anne Frank, and of the house in Amsterdam where

she and her family hid and were caught by the Nazis, not many people know about

the archive that was put together in the Warsaw Ghetto and that stored the

narratives, everyday objects and facts of the lives of the Polish Jews in the ghetto.

What makes this archive extraordinary is that its main purpose was not scientific or

historical, but rather that the very act of archiving was in itself an act of resistance.

The archive bears the name of its initiator, the historian Emanuel Ringelblum, who

was the head of a group which used the code name Oneg Szabat or Oyneg Shabes

(Hebrew for “Joy of the Sabbath”). They began to work on the archive in November

1940. Ringelblum’s collaborators included journalists, economists, teachers, writers

and rabbis, and numbered between 50 and 60 people. The archived material was

stored in milk cans and metal boxes and hidden in different parts of the ghetto. One

part was retrieved from the ruins of the Warsaw ghetto in 1946, and a second part

in 1950. The third part has not been found yet despite numerous efforts. The

archive is now housed in the building where Ringelblum and his associates worked

after Nazi Germany occupied Poland and established the ghetto for Polish Jews in

Warsaw. This building was then home to the Central Judaic Library and now is the
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premises of the Jewish Historical Institute. The building is one of very few buildings

to have survived the fire started by the Nazis which almost completely destroyed

this section of the city. Of Ringelblum’s Oneg Shabbat team of associates, only

three people survived: economist Hersz Wasser, his wife Bluma, who was involved

in teaching Hebrew, and writer Rachela Auerbach.

Imprisoned in the Warsaw ghetto, Ringelblum and his

associates knew very well what their fate was going to

be besides hunger, cold, lack of any resources and

overcrowding. The systematic mass murder of Jews

performed by the Nazis in Poland was going to also

include those who were at the time isolated in the ghetto.

The stories of the genocide of Jewish people also

entered the Jewish ghettos in Poland, and most people

became aware that the ghetto was the purgatory or

limbo of the extermination camps. How is it possible that

under these circumstances Ringelblum decided in November 1940 to conceive of,

and organize, the archival project of collecting facts and stories of Polish Jews?

When I imagine the situation in the ghetto, it seems more plausible that people

despaired, became utterly depressed, and even committed suicide. And quite

a number of people in the ghetto did just that. Although Ringelblum’s situation was

literally hopeless in all respects, he began his archival project as an act of

resistance. What most probably inspired him were the lessons of his teacher Isaac

Schipper, a famous Jewish historian. Schipper had argued that “what one knows

about murdered peoples is usually what their killers choose to say about them.”  So,

if the Nazis were to win the war, then they would write about the murder of

European Jewry as one of the most glorious chapters of world history. Ringelblum’s

response to this seems to have been to obstruct “these German plans to distort or

obliterate the memory of Polish Jewry,” by taking control over the material on the

basis of which the history of Polish Jews could be written,  by collecting and

preserving whatever he and his associates could find.
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Schipper’s general remark about murdered peoples and their killers and how killers

want to have control over how the people they murder are to be remembered, is

particularly true for the Nazis. After liquidating the European Jews, Adolf Hitler

intended to build a museum to the Jewish people, the so-called Central Museum of

the Extinguished Jewish Race. In Czechoslovakia the Nazis brought Jewish religious

artefacts from 153 provincial communities to Prague to be part of the collection of

this institution. Included were 5,400 religious objects, 24,500 prayer books and

6,070 artefacts of historical value. After the end of the war it became the core of

the collection of the Jewish Museum of Prague.

Adolf Hitler showed some perverse insight when he understood that it mattered to

remember European Jewry, and even more importantly, that it mattered how they

were going to be remembered, who would shape this memory and for whom. Like

Ringelblum, he wanted to wield control over the production of memory. He could be

in control by establishing a museum: after having killed all European Jews, he

would create his Central Museum of the Extinguished Jewish Race. One is tempted

to wonder why? Why would he not have reached his goal once all Europe’s Jews

had been killed? Hitler’s museum project suggests that liquidation was not enough,

because even after their destruction the Jewish people could live on in the memory

of the living, in living memory. That which was to remain had to be dealt with

effectively, so that the possible continued existence of the Jews in memory was

totally controlled. In terms of the linguistic distinctions of the verb tenses used to

talk about the past (in some languages), we could say that it was only then that the

present perfect of European Jewish culture was transformed into the past simple

or preterite (in French passé défini) of that culture.

Hitler’s planned museum of the extinguished race proves the point of Ringelblum’s

role-model Isaac Schipper - that it matters which agent is in charge of the

production not only of historical knowledge but also of memory. Museums and

archives can also be used as media and counter forces that challenge other

narratives about the past, especially the dominant ones. Ringelblum used the

3
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archive as a model for cultural resistance. But the fact that people like Schipper and

Ringelblum were convinced that archives could be used critically as counter-forces,

does not guarantee that Ringelblum’s archival project was also successful in

creating the conditions for the productive memorialization of Polish Jewry. What is

it in this archive that enables it to be an active means of resistance? The fact that

Jewish, instead of German, sources were collected by Ringelblum does not seem to

be any guarantee. It is not only what is stored in the archive that matters, but also

the very organization of that archive which determines how it can and will be used.

What is it that enables us in the present to have memories of the Holocaust past

that differ, and are in that sense countermemories in relation to the prevalent

narratives about that event?

Archival Organizations Employed by Nazism

This is a crucial issue because many archival organizations have the opposite effect.

I am now no longer talking about archives in the literal, institutional sense, but in

a more conceptual one. I think we must examine this because collecting, storing,

listing, and categorizing, does not only take place in archives and museums, but is

also a symbolic mode human beings use to impose order on the world and on their

experiences in and of that world. In addition, our very thinking is based on these

archival principles: we collect, list and categorize all the time, arranging our ideas

and experiences. And with our thinking as an archiving machine, we also structure

many dimensions of societal and political order on the basis of archival principles.

From this perspective, ghettos and concentration camps are also prime examples

of archival organizations: they are the result of the application of a very limited

number of categories, such as Jews, Roma, homosexuals, and political enemies.

And having been categorized on the basis of these categories, people are collected

and stored in ghettos and concentration camps. Their very diverse individual

identities are reduced to one single category.

Alain Resnais’ documentary on the Holocaust from 1955, entitled Night and Fog,

demonstrates well the sense in which concentration camps were archival machines.

Whereas the first half of the film presents the camps as factories, the second half
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Alain Resnais, Night and Fog, 1955

presents the camps as monstrous archives and

warehouses. Of course both are presented as being

intimately related: the camps are factory-like-archives,

and archive-like-factories. What the factory and the

archive, according to Resnais, have in common is that in

both efficiency is of the utmost importance. But what

kind of efficiency?

Within this archival organization a complete depletion of individual identity has

taken place. As the voice-over tells us, at arrival all the inmates had to leave their

names behind. Instead they became numbers, not only in the administrative

records of the camps but also by having the number tattooed on their forearms.

Thus the intimate, physical relationship between archival organization and the

depletion of identity was established. The film ends with color footage showing

nature taking over the remains of the camps. There is no trace of human life. Life

and identity have been depleted efficiently, or so it seems.

The understanding of concentration camps as monstrous archival machines implies

that one defines the Holocaust as a method. The Nazis employed the archival

organization as their method for genocide. They were good at it; they were master-

archivists.  The Nazis pursued what they called a “restlose Erfassing,” which means

“total registering,” without loose ends; an expression that also implies “all-

embracing seizure.” This ambition led to a fanatical policy of counting, listing, and

conducting censuses.  Keeping the registry of the inhabitants of the German Reich

up-to-date was the main task of the Bureau for Publications of the SS Security

Office, the so-called Sicherheitsdienst. But the census did not stop with the

registration of all inhabitants of the Reich; it was also performed in the camps

where those who were no longer seen as fellow-inhabitants ended up.

Let me explain in more detail which particular structural principles of the camps can

be characterized as archival. In many concentration camps the Nazis were fanatical

about making lists of all the people who entered the labour camps. It was thanks to

the existence of these lists that, in many cases, after the liberation it was possible to

5
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Alain Resnais, Night and Fog, 1955

Alain Resnais, Night and Fog, 1955

determine if the detainees had survived the Holocaust,

and if not, in which camp and on which date they had

been killed.

On arrival, new camp detainees were transformed into

archived objects with a number instead of a name: the

inscription classified them as traceable elements within

a collection. Upon entering the death camps, they were

also sorted into groups: men with men, women with women; children, old people

and pregnant women to the gas chambers. Artists, musicians, and architects from

Western European countries were usually sent to camps like Theresiënstadt.

Selecting and sorting on the basis of a fixed set of categories are basic archival

activities.

As we have seen in Resnais’ Night and Fog, the same procedures were applied to

the belongings of the Holocaust victims. In Auschwitz their possessions were sorted

and stored in warehouses called Canada: heaps of suitcases, of pairs of glasses, of

shaved hair, and other categories of objects. The aim of archiving belongings was

primarily their re-use by the German population. However, as has already been

mentioned, Hitler also had the idea of the museum in mind. The archived belongings

of the people who had entered the camps were going to became part of the

museum’s collection.

If an archive can be used as a genocidal tool, how can

one imagine it as cultural resistance? How does

Ringelblum’s archive differ from the way the Nazis

employed archival principles and how is it possible that

his archive is productive in creating the right conditions

for the production of memory – a counter-memory that

resists the one constructed by the Nazis? When I say

that archives create conditions for the production of

memories, I distance myself from the idea that archives contain memories, that

archives are rich treasuries full of memories. Of course archives (and museums)
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house historical objects, documents and narratives, but this is not the same as

saying that they contain memories. Memories do not come to us from the past in

any direct or unmediated way; rather, they are performed in a present that

establishes a relationship with the past.  So, archives should be evaluated in terms

of how they enable the production of memory in the present, and what kind of

memories are the result. It is in the use of the archive that acts of memory are

performed.

Conceptualizing the Archive

In order to answer the questions raised above, I will first explore some theoretical

and historical understandings of the archive - those of the French philosophers

Jacques Derrida and Michel Foucault. In his book Archive Fever Derrida argues that

the archive marks an institutional passage from private to public. Even private

archives, such as family archives, demonstrate this, not in being publicly accessible,

but in what they store. Even private archives usually store that which is storable

and worth storing in the eyes of the public or culture at large.  It is in the archive

that the singularity of stored objects and documents is, or better - b e c o m e s  -

representative of the category under which the objects have been classified. The

status of the archive as a place of transition, of private to public, has fundamental

consequences for the nature of that place. It implies that not everything can be

included in an archive. Archiving is a selective procedure.

Because it intersects with the public and with the law, an archive is ruled by the

functions of unification, consignation, and classification. The acts of unification and

consignation imply that the archive is not passive; it is not a place that stores

uncritically. Rather, it introduces a distinction between archivable and non-

archivable content, and on the basis of that distinction, one could even say, the

archive actively produces its own content. According to Derrida, consignation is

power: the power to decide what is archivable and what is not. Each object is not

just stored because of its singularity, but because of what it means and does in

relation to the other stored objects.

7
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Foucault differentiates between the role of archives in the classical and in the

modern period. For what changed radically in the modern period is the so-called

“threshold of description,” the minimum of importance a piece of information must

have to be worthy of archiving. This threshold was lowered dramatically in order to

include common people. In the words of Foucault:

For a long time ordinary individuality – the everyday individuality of

everybody – remained below the threshold of description. To be looked at,

observed, described in detail, followed from day to day by an interrupted

writing, was a privilege […..] The disciplinary methods reserved this relation,

lowered the threshold of describable individuality and made of this

description a means of control and a method of domination. [What is

archived] is no longer a monument for future memory, but a document for

possible use. And this new describability is all the more marked in that the

disciplinary framework is a strict one: the child, the patient, the madman,

the prisoner, were to become [….] the object of individual descriptions and

biographical accounts.

Foucault argues that a variety of new ways of examining and describing individuals

was developed. The question thus emerges in what sense this accumulation and

processing of new data differed from knowledge production in earlier centuries

since scientists from long ago also had an obsession with classifying objects and

archiving the results of these classifications.

Foucault’s answer is that while it is true that plants, animals and even human

beings had been the subjects of study before the examination regime was put in

place, they entered the field of knowledge as general categories, as a species for

example, and not as singular individuals.

What was innovative about the new archives was precisely that they

objectified individuals not as members of a pre-existing category, but in all

their uniqueness and singularity. Far from being archivable in terms of

their shared properties, human beings became linked to all the unique

9
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series of events (medical, military, educational, penal events) which made

them who they are as historical individuals – a history which could now

take the form of a file while the individual became a case.

In other words, whereas in the old archives individuals were used to build or

substantiate categories, in the modern archive, categories are being used to build

or substantiate the individual. This leads to a situation in which human bodies,

events and archives interact, and it is this interaction which brings about individual

identity. This identity is then not seen as a subjective interiority, but as an objective

exteriority. All the facts about people accumulated in files and dossiers, extracted

from us via a variety of examinations (medical reports, bank statements,

educational degrees), provide people with an identity. This identity is not a matter

of interiorized representation, like an ideology, but of an external body of archives

within which we are caught and which compulsorily fabricate an objective identity -

of and for us. This “archival identity” may perhaps have little to do with our sense of

our identity, but this may not be the case for an insurance company, for example,

for whom archived medical facts are the key to our identity, whether we like it or

not.

One of the radical implications of the modern archive is that whatever, or whoever,

is not in the records does not really exist. This drastic consequence is

understandable when we realize that archival administrators do not observe,

describe and classify reality, e.g. the unique identities of individuals, but the other

way around: they shape people and events into entities that both fit the

categorizations and are recordable. This kind of reification means that there are

virtually no other facts than the ones contained in records and archives.

The Ringelblum Archive as Classical Archive

Foucault’s differentiation of the role of old, classical archives and the role of modern

archives enables me to assess the difference between the Ringelblum archive and

the archival organization of ghettos and concentration camps. It is against these

Nazi archival gestures that Ringelblum tried to organize the archive in such a way

11
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that it would work as a counter force. The archival practice of the Nazis is the

extreme case of the modern archive: a very restricted number of categories were

used to objectify human beings. Their individual identities were reduced to one

single, racial category.

In contrast, Ringelblum used the archive to include all the

people who had ended up with a “Jewish” identity,

attributing to them a great variety of individual

characteristics. He declared defiantly: “During this war

every Jew is a separate, individual world.”  His

formulation of how he understood Jewish people in his

archival project is what positions his archive explicitly as

a means of cultural resistance, as a counter-archive. It is

this war that necessitated him to understand every Jew as a separate individual

world, because the Nazis did exactly the opposite: they understood all Jews as

belonging to one category and having one unified identity: Jewishness. In the words

of Bożena Keff: “The ‘Jew' is a construct superimposed on the faces of individuals to

produce a uniform mask.”  By using the archive for his goal of dealing with Jews as

separate individual worlds, Ringelblum assigns a role to the archive, which is within

the Foucauldian framework - not modern but classical. For in old, classical archives

individuals were used to build or substantiate categories. Whereas in the old

archives of elite persons like kings, noblemen, or important, powerful families, the

category of sovereign or the family was exemplified by the specific person who was

at that moment the sovereign or head of the family, the racial category of Jew was

depicted by Ringelblum as a form of resistance by presenting the individual worlds

of each Jewish person. By doing this the restricted nature of that category was

deconstructed and undermined. This demonstrated that the category in question

was not unified at all, but contained an enormous amount of variety, difference and

specificity.

How exactly did Ringelblum succeed in his archival act of resistance? How did he

organize his archive? First of all, by not being rigorous, that is to say, by not

restricting himself to one exclusive form or subject:

14
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With regard to the form of the materials, the archive includes not only

personal writings (accounts, journals, diaries, letters), but also newspapers,

official documents (German and Jewish), public documents (posters,

announcements, a school timetable), candy wrappers, poetry and prose,

as well as many other types of documents. The topics touched on are

similarly diverse, ranging from the misery of life under German occupation,

i.e., indirect extermination through so-called liquidation operations, to

relations between Jewish institutions, German regulations, etc.

From the perspective of the modern archive, Ringelblum’s archive seems to be

a complete mess, because it lacks a clear principle of selection and organization.

And not only are the included materials extremely diverse; a systematic and orderly

classification of the materials is also missing. Of course, it has been argued that

Ringelblum and his associates had no time for classifying the materials they were

collecting. All they could do is hide the materials in milk cans and metal boxes and

bury them in different places. Although the lack of order in the archive is probably

not intentional, it now contributes to its status as a classical archive. Bożena Keff

has described the Ringelblum archive as “a multi-voice chronicle, each voice adding

to the chorus”:

Through their stories, letters, and notes, the male and female narrators

describe a portion of reality. What emerges is necessarily a collective work.

The record covers the whole ghetto and, virtually, a much larger expanse,

as it also includes voices from letters, postcards, and messages to and

from family, friends and acquaintances.

Although Keff talks only about the testimonial writings in the archive, her

characterization of it as a “multi-voice chronicle” indicates that the archive does not

impose a unified, coherent meaning on the lives and identities of the people

isolated in the ghetto. A good example of this are the texts in the archive written by

the historian Marian Małowist. Writing about young people and Polish-Jewish

intellectuals in the ghetto he also writes about Catholic Jews in the ghetto who

16
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found themselves in a completely alien community. They identified themselves first

of all as Catholic and Polish, not as Jewish. Jewish identity had been imposed on

them by Nazism when they were imprisoned in the ghetto.

The Ringelblum Archive as Memorial

Most of the Ringelblum Archive is now housed in the

Jewish Historical Institute in Warsaw, the building that

before the war housed the Central Judaic Library. In

2017 a permanent installation or exhibition, entitled

What we could not shout out to the world was opened in

the Institute, presenting a small selection of the original

materials in spaces that have first of all a symbolic

function. These spaces refer back to typical archive and library furnishings, alluding

to the original function of the building as a Judaic library as well as to the archival

workings of Oneg Shabbat. Tomasz Pietrasiewicz, co-author of the concept of the

exhibition, shares his ideas concerning the symbolic space of the exhibition and its

memorial function. In fact, the memorial to the Ringelblum Archive consists of three

symbolic spaces. The first one is a space with a large table with 25 seats, for each

of the main “archivists” responsible for the creation of the collection. The second

symbolic space is the reconstructed brick cellar, in which parts of the archive were

hidden. This cellar is “cut” in half by a corridor running through it. Visitors can walk

through the corridor and inspect glass panes that show a glimpse of the geological

cross-section of the cellar that held the Ringelblum Archive. The third symbolic

space consists of the space surrounding the reconstructed cellar, featuring

a presentation of life in the ghetto using original material from the Archive.

Pietrasiewicz explicitly states that the main aim of the exhibition is symbolic; it

commemorates the Ringelblum Archive and is a kind of “sanctuary.” But another

function fulfilled by the installation is more conventionally archival, namely to

provide information about the Holocaust. This function is usually phrased (also by

Pietrasiewicz) as the moral obligation to let the world know about the Holocaust.

Although many Holocaust museums exist already and although many books have

18
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been published about the event, it is also true that many people still do not know

about the Holocaust. So, this obligation to let the world know is still extremely

important.

What does it mean to combine a symbolic function with the mission to provide

information? In other words, in what way can an archive be symbolic? This must be

understood, for the referential, historical function of providing information about

the Holocaust requires a different focus or attention, other than the attention

needed for commemoration. The referential function of the archival materials also

seems to be challenged by the fact that the historical meaning of it is in a certain

sense limited. As Krzysztof Środa remarks in his “reading” of the Ringelblum archive,

the archival materials are rather repetitive, and in many cases too detailed or

already known. It is impossible to read the Ringelblum archive as a historical novel

about a past one is not yet familiar with.  But of course, as Środa explains, an

archive is not a book one reads, but more like an encyclopedia that can be

consulted.  This sheds yet more light on the referential function but does not

answer how it can be combined with the symbolic function of commemoration.

The preservation of the Ringelblum Archive by means of

the exhibition that opened in 2017 has an archival as well

as commemorative function. But, one could argue, the

archive created and organized by Ringelblum already

had those two functions. His archival project was the

result of a moral duty towards the Polish Jewish

community. He wanted to give meaning to all their

individual lives, by building a memorial out of words.

These words not only refer back to what happened, but

they are also future-oriented. In the words of Abraham

Lewin: “We want our sufferings, these ‘birth pangs of the

Messiah,’ to be impressed upon the memories of future generations and on the

memory of the whole world.” The words of Marta Janczewska articulate even more

explicitly in which sense the referential, historical function of words is at the same

oriented towards the future: “Here is a group of people who stake all of their hopes

19
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on words, they cast into earth a ‘treasury of words’ to be read in better times.”

Janczewska’s terse statement implies that words point towards a future, because

they only have meaning when they are being read or heard. We are living in the

“better times” of the future, because the Holocaust now belongs to the past. But the

archival memorial built out of words depends on “that bit of attention and focus

that those whose deaths we are reading deserve.”  That attention and focus in

the present is precisely what the recent exhibition of the Ringelblum Archive is able

to create as a condition for its symbolic function as memorial. The facts, the

information, the narratives, included in an archival, referential organization, now

also have, as Ringelblum intended, symbolic value. This is not because all the details

of individual Jewish lives are so “interesting” or “historically meaningful,” but

because Ringelblum’s cultural resistance has transformed the unified category of

Jewishness into a myriad of individual lives and identities against the logic of Nazi

genocide.
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